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Abstract. Let Ao be the class of functions f analytic in the open unit disk Izi < 1, continuous
on Izi ~ 1, but not analytic on Izi ~ 1. We investigate the behavior of the Lagrange polynomial
interpolants Ln-l(f, z) to f in the n-th roots of unity. In contrast with the properties of the
partial sums of the Maclaurin expansion, we show that for any w, with Iwl > 1, there exists
agE Ao such that Ln-l(g,W) = 0 for all n. We also analyze the size of the coefficients of

Ln-l(f, z) and the asymptotic behavior of the zeros of the Ln-l(f, z).

1. Convergence

Let J(z) = Lk:OakZk be continuous on Dl := {z E C: Izi :5 I}. Then the Lagrange
interpolant to J at the n-th roots of unity e(~),k = D,l,...,n -l,e(x):= e21ri:l:, can

be written as
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and
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Ln-l(/, z) =
k )) n-l .Zn -1 ~ e(~)f(e(~- =: L c(j, n)zJ,

n L.., z -e( i) ;=0
k=O n

where

1 n-l
c(j,n):= -}=: e

n k=O
(n -j)k k

e(-)n
f ,j=O,l,...,n-l.n

When f is analytic on Dl (that is, f is analytic on Izi ~ l+e for some e > 0), several
results concerning Walsh's theory of equiconvergence describe the very close behavior
of the sequence of Lagrange interpolants {Ln-l(J, z)} and the sequence of partial sums

{Sn-l (J, z)} of its Taylor series, Sn-l (J, z) := Lk:~ akzk. For example, for such f's and
for any z E C, the sequences {Ln-l (J' z)}f and {Sn-l (f, z)}f either both converge or
both diverge (hence the term equiconvergence).

But when f belongs to Ao -the set of all functions continuous on D1, analytic on
0

the interior D1, b~t not analytic on Dl -, the behavior of the two sequences may be dif-
ferent. Of course, both {Ln-l(f,z)}iand {sn-l(f,z)}fconverge (to f(z)) when Izi < 1.
When Izi = 1 there are several examples of f E Ao such that {Ln-l(J, z)}iconverges

but {sn-l(J,z)}idiverges (the first goes back to du Bois-Reymond who constructed a
function f E Ao with a divergent Maclaurin series at z = 1, but Ln-l(J, 1) = f(l)). Con-

versely, {Ln-l (J' z) }imay diverge at a point on Izi = 1 where {Sn-l (J, z) }fconverges (if
f is continuous and of bounded variation on Izi = 1, then Sn-l(J) converges uniformly
to f, but Ln-l(J, z) can diverge for appropriate f and z, e.g. f(z) = (1-1og(1 + Z))-1/2
at z = -1). When Izi > 1, then {sn-l(f, z)}i necessarily diverges (the terms anzn do

not tend to zero). Surprisingly, it is still possible for {Ln-l(J, z)}ito converge for some
z with Izi > 1, as the corollary of the following theorem shows.

Theorem 1. Let A be any subset ofN and let mEN. The following are equivalent:

( a) There exists an f E Ao such that the first m coefficients c(j, n), j = n -1, ..., n-
m ofLn-l(f, z) are zero for every n E A.

(b) There exist distinct points wi,IWil > 1,j = 1,2,...,m, and 9 E Ao such that
Ln-l(g, wi) = 0 for every j = 1,2,.. ., m and every n E A.

Proof. (a) => (b). From (1.2) we have

n-l ks k
}=: e( -)f(e( -)) = 0,
k=O n n

n E A.s = 1,2,...,m,

Let wi,j = 1,..., m, be any m different points in Izl > 1 and let g(z) := j(z)p(z),
where p(z) := ilj=l(Z -wi). Setting

L
Ea"=,,

a =0J
a,,=O or 1

W",j := (-1)" a1 am
WI ",Wm

and using (1.1) and (1.3) we get that for any n E A andj = 1,2,...,m
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~-=-! E f( e( ~ ) )e( ~ )-~:~~2i-
n k=O n n Wj -e(;-)

Ln-l(g,Wj) -

W'.1 -1 n-l k k m k
-J L f(e( -»e( -) ll(e(-

n k=O n n "=1 n
"~J

) -WI/)

(1.4)

~i~_=..!2
n

W m-s,i

(b) ~ (a). Keeping the notation from the first part of the proof we again set j(z) :=
g(z)jp(z). Then j E Ao because the wi's are outside Dl. From (1.4) we have

m

L Wm-s,jc(n -s, n) = 0,
s=1

j = 1,2,...,m,

for any n E A. But Det(Wm-".j)i=l~=l = lIk</(wk -WI) # O. Hence c(n -s,n) = 0,
s = 1,..., m, which completes the proof. .

Corollary 2. For any w, Iwl > 1, there is agE Ao such that Ln-l(g,W) = 0 for
every n E N.

Proof. According to Theorem 1 it is enough to find f E Ao for which all leading
coefficients of the Lagrange interpolants are zero. For the function

n EN.

Hence for j(z) ;= F(z)jz we have Ek;;.Jj(e(~))e(~) = 0 for any n, which proves the
11 I th O ( ) t"'oo (~ ~ ) k coro ary. n IS case, 9 z = '::"k=1 k -W k+l Z -Wo .

Remark 1. We do not know whether there exists agE Ao such that Ln-l(g, Wi) =
0, j = 1,2, for every n E N, where IWjl > 1,Wl # W2.

Remark 2. Any 9 satisfying Theorem 1 or Corollary 2 will not be smooth. For
example, no function with absolutely convergent Maclaurin series on Izi = 1 can satisfy
Corollary 2.
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2. Coefficients and the Distribution of Zeros

According to a theorem of Jentzsch [6], for any function f E Ao, every point on the
boundary of D1 is a limit point of the zeros of {sn-l(f, z)}r. One can say even more-
the zeros of a special subsequence {Snj -1 (f, z)} tend weakly to the uniform distribution
on the unit circle {z : Izi = I} (see Szego [7]). The same behavior can be observed

for the zeros of the best polynomial approximants to f E Ao (see [2,3]). It is natural
to ask whether the sequence of Lagrange interpolants {Ln-l(f,z)}r "also possesses this

property.
A crucial step in establishing the above mentioned facts is the proof that the leading

coefficients of the full sequence of polynomials are not geometrically small. For example,
for the partial sums of Taylor series, this means

limsup lanll/n = 1,
n-+oo

which is equivalent to f E Ao, provided f E C(D1).
One cannot expect the same behavior for the leading coefficients of Ln-l(f). Indeed,

as the example function f E Ao from the proof of Corollary 2 shows, we may have
c(n -l,n) = 0 for every n. But results similar to Jentzsch's and Szego's theorems
still can be established by utilizing the following statement, which is a special case of

Theorem 1 in Grothmann [4].
Let Pm be an algebraic polynomial of exact degree K(m). Define the zero-measure

vm associated with Pm as

# of zeros of Pm in A
vm(A) :=

K(m)

for any Borel set A C C, where the zeros are counted with their multiplicity.

Theorem A. ([4]) Let A be a sequence of positive integers and assume that the

following three conditions hold for the sequence {Pm}mEA of algebraic polynomials:
(i) limsup (SUP _(1

) log IPm(z)l) ~ 0;m-oo zEDl K m
mEA

0

(ii) for every compact set M CDl,

lim lIm(M) = OJ
m-oo
mEA

(iii) there is a compact set K ~ C\D1 with

li~i£1f[SUP
mEA zEK

Tben, in the weak-star topology, Zlm tends to the unifonn distribution ~d(} on the unit

circle as m -+ 00, mEA.

This leads us to investigating
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Ic(j,n)ll/n10 max0'(/,9) := l~~p (1-9)n$j<n

for 8 E (0,1], where c(j, n) is defined in (1.2). Obviously 0-(1,1) = 1 and 0- is an
increasing function of 8 for any f E Ao. We shall prove

Theorem 3. For any f E Ao, we have 0-(1,1/3) = 1.

ProoL For any r E N using (1.2) we get (0 ~ j < n)

1 rn-l
;:; L f(e(~»~e ( -k(j+ln )k=O rn L.,

)1=0 rnLl;;;J c(j + in, rn) -

1 rn-l k

-L f(e( -))e(rn k=O rn -kj) ~ e( -~)
1=0 r

-
rn

Let us assume that 0-(/,1/3) < 1. Fix q, such that 0-(/,1/3) < q < 1. Then for any
n > no and any j, ~n ~ j < n, we have

Ic(j,n)1 < qn,

1 rlim c(l,n) = 2riJlzl=ln-oo f(Z)Z-I-ldz = al

Therefore Ic(l, n)1 > !q' for any n ~ nl. Let us fix mEN such that 2. 3m. 5 ~ nl. Then

Now our aim is, using (2.1) and (2.2), to obtain an estimate contradicting (2.3).
From (2.1) we get

c(1,2s) = c(l,s) -c(l + s,2s),

c(l, 6n) + c(l + 2n, 6n) + c(l + 4n, 6n) = c(l, 2n),

c(l + 2n, 6n) + c(l + 5n, 6n) = c(l + 2n, 3n).

From (2.5) and (2.6) we get
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c(1,6n) = c(1,2n) + {c(l + 5n,6n) -c(t+ 4n,6n) -c(l + 2n,3n)}.

From (2.7) with n = 3k-lS, k = 1,2,.;. ,m, and (2.4) we obtain

c(1,2. 3m8) = c(1,8) -c(l + 8,28) + a

where

It is easy to see that all terms on the right-hand side of (2.8) are of the type c(j, n) with
~n ~ j < n, n ~ s > 1 > no. By applying (2.2) in (2.8) we get

This estimate contradicts (2.3) and proves the theorem. .

If one assumes that f E Ao has an absolutely convergent Maclaurin series on Izi = 1,

then lim SUPn-+oo Ic(n -1, n )11/n = 1 (cf. [5]). This implies that u(f,8) = 1,8 E (0,1], for

such f's.
Theorem 3 and the above observation give some evidence to the following.

Conjecture. For any f E Ao and any 0 < 8 < 1, we have u(f, 8) = 1.

N ow we can establish

Theorem 4. H the above conjecture is true, then for any f E Ao there is a subse-
quence {n j} such that the zero measures Vnj (coITesponding to Lnj -1 (f)) tend (in the
weak-star topology) to the unifonn distribution on the unit circle as j -+- 00.

Proof We are going to apply Theorem A with {Pm} an appropriate subsequence
Lnj-1(f) of the Lagrange interpolants. The subsequence Lnj-1(f) is chosen so that

condition (iii) is satisfied.
Let r > 1 be fixed. Assume that there exists an e, 0 < e < 1/2, such that

lim sup[SUP
n-+oo Izl=r

i510gILn-l(!,z)l-lOgr)] < -~elogr,

where K(n) is the precise degree of Ln-l(J, z). Then for n > No and for every z, Izi = r,

we have
1~logILn-l(f,z)l-logr < -2tlogr~

that is,
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This inequality implies that O'(j, e) $: r-~, which contradicts the conjecture. Therefore

lim sup [ SUP
n-+oo Izl=r

Hence there exists a subsequence {nj} such that

Consequently, condition (iii) of Theorem A is fulfilled for the sequence {Lnj-l(f)}.
The other two conditions of Theorem A are eMily seen to be satisfied (even for the
whole sequence of Lagrange interpolants). Indeed, condition (i) follows from the trivial
estimate

II L,,-1(1) Ilv1:5 nil f IIV1

(see (1.1)) and K(n) ~ ~n (see Theorem 3 -we do not need the Conjecture here).
Condition (ii) follows from the facts that {L"-1(f)} approximates f uniformly on any

0

compact set M CD1 and that f can have only finitely many zeros on M. Hence Theorem
4 follows from Theorem A. .
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